
CLASS INFORMATION --  Spring B
Mrs P Master Class:  2M

Miss B Boultwood Class:  2B

LSA: Ms F Warburton 2B

Mrs C Cheal       2M

Library Tuesday

Homework Homework given on Thursday return on Monday
Spelling given on Friday tested on Thursday

Spring B curriculum:
In addition to English and Maths, your child will be studying a particular topic into which many lessons will feed. 
Below is a synopsis of how the topic will be studied and some opportunities to extend your child’s learning at 
home.

English
Reading comprehension; writing character descriptions, 
stories and informational writing

Maths Fractions, measures and time

Science Growing plants

Computing Creating a digital recipe using algorithms 

Religious Education Salvation: Why does Easter matter to Christians?

Physical Education
Games – tennis
Gymnastics – dance

DT Preparing food safely

Music Tempo

Personal, Social and Health 
Education 

Feelings and emotions

P.E. lesson Thursday 2B
Friday 2M  

Games lesson Monday 2M
Wednesday 2B

TOPIC: FARM TO FORK
Our topic this half term begins by looking at growing plants and develops into finding out where 
food comes from, how it is processed and how we can prepare it safely. We shall be peeling, 
chopping, slicing and grating and our unit will culminate in preparing food suitable for a special 
celebration.

Possible family visits/activities which
would enrich your child’s learning:

.
 Examine plants in the local 

environment and learn their names.
 Plant and grow seeds.
 Bake and cook with your child to 

provide them with experiences of 
weighing and measuring, cutting, 
chopping and peeling.

 Find out how different fruit and 
vegetables grow and talk about where 
they come from.



How to support your child:
Practical ways to support your child’s learning:

 As you are reading, identify adjectives, 
adverbs and verbs.  Talk about how 
and why they are used effectively.

 Practise and learn the 2, 5 and 10 
times tables.

 Discuss homework with your child 
before they begin to ensure they are 
clear about their objectives.

 Practise forming letters of a correct 
size and formation

 Discuss which Behaviours for Learning 
your child has been developing 




